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Arkansas Game & Fish Commission v. U.S., 736 F.3d 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
Katelyn J. Hepburn
I. ABSTRACT
The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, on remand from the Supreme
Court, reconsidered whether temporary increased dam-releases resulting in downstream
flooding, constituted a physical taking under the Fifth Amendment of the United States
Constitution. Applying the Supreme Court’s more complex balancing test, the Court of Appeals
affirmed the Court of Federal Claims’ decision holding that temporary government-induced
flooding can qualify as a Fifth Amendment taking. The court upheld an award of damages in
excess of $5.7 million.
II. INTRODUCTION
Arkansas Game & Fish Commission v. United States,1 concerns the expansion of the
Takings Clause to encompass a temporary invasion of private property where a federal agency’s
increased dam releases caused severe damage to downstream state-managed timber lands.2 On
appeal, the Supreme Court held that “government-induced flooding can constitute a taking even
if it is temporary in duration.”3 However temporary takings claims are subject to a more
complex balancing test than permanent physical takings.4 On remand, the Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit had to determine: 1) whether the duration of the invasion was significant, 2)
whether the flooding caused widespread damage to trees, 3) whether the damage was
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foreseeable, and 4) whether the damage was sufficiently severe to constitute a compensable
taking.5
III. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
The Arkansas Game & Fish Commission owns and manages the Dave Donaldson Black
River Wildlife Management Area (“the Management Area”) in northeastern Arkansas.6 The
Management Area is a wildlife and hunting preserve, though timber harvests and forest
regeneration are also a significant part of the Commission’s management strategy.7 In the 1940s,
the Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”) constructed a flood control dam on the Black River,
upstream of the Management area.8 The Corps instituted a water release policy designed to
mimic natural flood patterns and avoid long-term flooding during tree growing season.9
However, in 1993 the Corps approved increased water flow standards to provide excess water to
downstream farmers.10 This resulted in prolonged periods where valuable hardwood stands were
inundated with water.11 In 1999, the Corps reverted back to more conservative releases to reduce
“potential damage to the bottomland hardwoods” within the Management Area.12 In 2009, the
Commission brought this action in the Court of Federal Claims alleging that the water release
deviations which caused the flooding constituted a compensable Fifth Amendment taking.13
The Court of Federal Claims held that the deviations had resulted in the government
taking “a temporary flowage easement over the Management area” which resulted in substantial
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damage to over 6,000 acres of valuable hardwood timberlands.14 The court found the damage
was reasonably foreseeable and awarded the Commission over $5.6 million for lost timber, and
$176,428.34 for forest regeneration in severely degraded areas.15
The Court of Appeals reversed, holding that where flooding is not an “inevitably
recurring” event, it does not give rise to a takings remedy.16 The Supreme Court reversed,
holding that “government induced flooding can constitute a taking even if it is temporary in
duration.”17 However, unlike permanent physical takings, the Court held that “temporary
invasions are subject to a more complex balancing process.”18 The case was remanded to be
analyzed under this more stringent balancing test.19
IV. ANALYSIS
First, the circuit court had to determine if the duration of the flooding was significant
enough to constitute an “appropriation of the Commission’s property rights.”20 The government
argued that the “temporary and ad hoc” nature of the flooding could not constitute a physical
taking.21 The court found that each seasonal deviation by itself was not sufficient to constitute a
physical taking.22 However, the seven year period in which the flooding occurred constituted a
repeated invasion that resulted in an “involuntary servitude.”23 But the court made clear that not
every incidence of prolonged government-induced flooding constitutes a taking.24 In addition to
duration, the inquiry includes whether the action caused the damage, whether the injury was a
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foreseeable outcome, and whether the act was a sufficiently severe invasion which interfered
with the landowner’s reasonable expected use of the land.25
The court found sufficient evidence in the record to support the finding that the
“deviations caused substantial increases in the periods of growing-season flooding . . . and that
the flooding caused widespread damage to the trees.”26 This conclusion was based on testimony
of the Commission’s expert, who stated that the deviation periods created a “highly unique”
pattern of flooding which had never happened prior and which resulted in “catastrophic
mortality” of trees.27 The Corps also presented compelling evidence that the flooding had “clear
potential for damage to bottomland hardwoods.”28 In fact, the Corps admitted that it ended the
increased releases because of the negative impacts the prolonged flooding was having on the tree
growing season.29
In determining if the damage caused was foreseeable, the court looked to the data
collected by the Corps throughout the deviation period.30 In 2001, the Corps investigated the
impacts of making the deviant flooding program permanent.31 The Corps admitted that flooding
for long periods would “damage or destroy trees” in the Management Area.32 The court applied
this finding retroactively, stating that if the Corps had done a reasonable inquiry at the outset of
the project it would have come to this same conclusion.33 Therefore, the court found the damage
caused by the flooding was foreseeable.34
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Finally, the court looked at the effects the flooding had on the Commission to determine
the severity of the intrusion.35 The court stated that the flooding deprived the Commission “of
the customary use of the Management Area as a forest and wildlife preserve.”36 The court
rejected the government’s contention that the effect of the intrusion was irrelevant to the taking
inquiry.37 The court addressed this by distinguishing between the moderate pre-deviation period
floods and the post-deviation floods which had significantly more serious consequences.38 Most
important was that the severity of the flooding had changed substantially, causing severe damage
to the Management Area and making large tracts of land unsuitable for their primary purpose.39
Accordingly, the court found that the temporary flooding constituted a physical taking and
upheld damages for the Commission.40
V. CONCLUSION
Arkansas Game & Fish Commission marks the first application of a more extensive
balancing test to determine if temporary, government induced flooding can constitute a Fifth
Amendment taking. This case represents a difficult takings question where the effect of a federal
action, implemented to provide an agricultural benefit, falls disproportionately on another
landowner. The court makes it clear that those disproportionate affects can, in some
circumstances, constitute a costly taking of property, even where the action is temporary.
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